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Abstract

The present understanding of domain wall motion induced by spin-polarized electric current is assessed by considering a subset of

experiments, analytical models, and numerical simulations based on an important model system: soft magnetic nanowires. Examination

of this work demonstrates notable progress in characterizing the experimental manifestations of the ‘‘spin-torque’’ interaction, and in

describing that interaction at a phenomenological level. At the same time, an experimentally verified microscopic understanding of the

basic mechanisms will require substantial future efforts, both experimental and theoretical.

r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In 1978, Luc Berger predicted that a spin-polarized
current should apply a torque to a magnetic domain wall
[1]. In a series of remarkable but only recently appreciated
works, Berger set the theoretical [1–4] and experimental [5–
7] groundwork for what is now a burgeoning industry in
magnetism research. This article will present our perspec-
tives on what progress has been made in the intervening
years and what key questions remain unanswered. This is
by no means an exhaustive review of current-induced
domain wall motion (CIDWM). Rather, it is an attempt to
identify inconsistencies and unresolved issues so as to
assess the present state of understanding and help guide
future efforts.

We shall focus on the current-driven motion of domain
walls in submicron ‘‘wires’’ fabricated from soft magnetic
thin films. The scope of the assessment is limited to
examining a subset of work that highlights key experi-
mental results and their interpretation within existing
models. This paper is organized into three sections. Section
2 outlines general features of domain wall physics as
- see front matter r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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described by the most prominent phenomenological
models. The aim is to summarize the predicted effects of
spin-polarized current on domain walls in terms of specific
model parameters, without delving into the microscopic
justifications for those parameters. Section 3 then focuses
on experiments that have probed various aspects of spin-
transfer torque (STT) and domain walls, describing what
the experiments do tell us and, just as important, what they
do not. Finally, Section 4 attempts to put these experi-
mental results into perspective.

2. Spin torque and domain walls

CIDWM has been documented in materials ranging
from magnetic semiconductors [8] to perpendicular-aniso-
tropy superlattices [9], but the most widely studied material
by far has been Permalloy (Ni80Fe20). A combination of
desirable properties, including low anisotropy and near-
zero magnetostriction, has led to its decades-long ubiquity
in magnetic storage technology. As a result, it is among the
best-characterized magnetic alloys and has become a
benchmark system in magnetization dynamics studies.
Early work in CIDWM involved domain walls in

extended films, but in recent years, the focus has shifted
to ‘‘nanowires’’. In addition to their potential role in future
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devices, ferromagnetic nanowires offer greater control of
domain walls, they are ideally suited to carrying current,
and their dimensions are amenable to numerical studies. In
these structures, magnetic domains lie along the wire axis,
and are separated by head-to-head or tail-to-tail domain
walls. The spin structures within these walls are reasonably
well understood, and approximate analytical models
describing their dynamics were derived long ago [10].
Where the analytical models fail, numerical integration of
the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert (LLG) equation takes over in
providing further insight. LLG simulations have shown
that domain walls in nanowires can exhibit relatively
simple or highly complex behavior, and some of this
behavior has been borne out by experiment.

The effects of electric current have been treated by the
addition of two current-induced torque terms to the LLG
equation [11–15]. This section will outline the phenomen-
ology of domain wall motion in nanowires and the roles
played by these torques. As we write from an experimental
point of view, we take a heuristic approach to the theory
with the aim of identifying the observable manifestations of
STT on domain wall motion. This section will serve as a
guide for a later critical analysis of experiments.
2.1. Forms of spin torque

With current density j along x̂, the time evolution of the
(normalized) magnetization vector m may be described by
the LLG equation:

_m ¼ �gm�Heff þ am� _m� vj

qm
qx
þ bvjm�

qm
qx

. (1)

The first term on the right accounts for torque by the
effective field Heff (including applied, demagnetizing,
anisotropy, and exchange fields). The second term de-
scribes (Gilbert) damping torque, parameterized by a
dimensionless a. The final two terms, where vj=Zj, express
current-induced torques on m about two mutually ortho-
gonal axes in a region of nonuniform magnetization. These
torques are most commonly termed adiabatic and non-

adiabatic, respectively [11–16], and the parameters Z and b
characterize their strength.

The most widely agreed upon interaction between a spin-
polarized current and a domain wall is adiabatic STT
[1,11,12,14]. A conduction electron traversing a domain
wall experiences a torque that compels its spin to follow the
local magnetization direction. In so doing, its spin ‘‘flips’’
as it crosses a wall separating two opposing domains. In
this adiabatic process, the consequent change in electron
spin angular momentum is transferred to the (localized)
spins within the wall. The torque associated with this spin
transfer is the adiabatic term in Eq. (1). Berger’s original
description [1], as well as most subsequent work [11,12,14],
arrives at

Z ¼
gmBP

2eMs
. (2)
Here g, mB, and e are the Landé factor, Bohr magneton,
and electron charge, respectively, Ms is the saturation
magnetization, and P is the conduction electron spin
polarization. For Permalloy, Z=P� 7� 10�11m3/C, or a
velocity of P� 7m/s per 1011A/m2 of current. The value of
P is not well known, but estimates range from 0.4 to 0.7.
The microscopic basis for including the nonadiabatic

term in Eq. (1) is more controversial. Berger first
introduced such a term as a consequence of the Stern–
Gerlach force on conduction electrons by the gradient in
the s–d exchange field [2]. This term may also arise from
linear momentum transfer [11], spin-flip scattering [13], or
directly from adiabatic STT if Lifshitz-type damping,
rather than the Gilbert form, is used [16]. Here we treat
it simply as a parameter to be determined by experiment.

2.2. Domain wall structures in nanowire geometries

Given the equation of motion equation (1), the next step
is to apply it to a domain wall. A ‘‘nanowire’’ as defined
here is a planar ferromagnetic stripe of length L, width w,
and thickness t along x̂, ŷ, and ẑ, respectively, with
Lbw4t. The structure of a wall depends on a balance
between exchange and anisotropy energies. The former is
minimized when spins lie parallel to one another; the latter
encourages alignment along a preferred axis. In soft
magnetic materials such as Permalloy, shape anisotropy
dominates, and domains lie along the wire axis. Walls
separating antiparallel domains come in two topologies:
transverse and vortex. The transverse wall of Fig. 1(a), in
which m rotates continuously across the wall, efficiently
minimizes exchange energy at the expense of free magnetic
poles at the edges. The resulting magnetostatic energy
grows with w and t. As either of these dimensions increases,
the system eventually favors a ‘‘closure’’ structure such as
the vortex wall of Fig. 1(b), in which the magnetization
circulates in the plane about a small perpendicular ‘‘vortex
core.’’ This configuration minimizes free poles but in-
creases exchange energy. By comparing the magnetostatic
energy of a transverse wall to the additional exchange
energy associated with a vortex, McMichael and Donahue
[17], and later Nakatani et al. [18], arrived at a phase
boundary w � tE60L2

ex (Fig. 1c), where the exchange length
LexE5 nm for Permalloy. TWs are stable in thin, narrow
wires, but VWs are preferred as either dimension is
increased. Modern magnetic imaging techniques have
provided experimental verification of these wall structures
and their relative energies [19].

2.3. Transverse domain walls: the one-dimensional

approximation

Transverse domain walls are the simplest to treat
analytically, using a one-dimensional wall approximation
whose equations of motion are well known [10]. In this
model, m rotates from �x̂ to þx̂ over a characteristic
distance D, inclined from the easy plane by an angle c
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Fig. 1. Spin structures of (a) transverse and (b) vortex domain walls.

Which of these structures yields the lowest total energy is a function of the

aspect ratio, described by the phase boundary in (c).

Fig. 2. Schematic of a one-dimensional domain wall and the torques

involved in driving its motion.
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(see Fig. 2). An applied field H along x̂ exerts a torque that
cants the wall spins out of the plane, generating
a demagnetizing field Hd. The demagnetizing torque,
gM�Hd, then cants the spins towards the applied field,
driving the wall forward. The wall velocity v depends on Hd

which, unlike H, has a finite limit: at cEp/4, the
demagnetizing torque, and thus v, peaks. If H drives c
past this limit, the wall plane can no longer remain
stationary, a transition termed Walker breakdown [20].
Instead, the wall plane precesses, causing the demagnetiz-
ing torque and instantaneous velocity to change direction
with each quarter-period, with a time average approaching
zero. c rotation becomes more rapid with increasing H,
leading to a small net damping torque aM� _M

� �
that

cants the wall spins toward the applied field, driving
forward motion. At high H, damping torque provides the
dominant net contribution to v.
With current included, Eq. (1) can be solved analytically

[14] to yield a threshold for precession

H1D
W ðjÞ ¼ H1D

W0 þ
Z
m

� �
1�

b
a

� �
j, (3)

below and far above which the influences of H and j on v

are separable and asymptotically linear [21]:

v1DI ¼ mH þ
b
a
Zj, (4a)

v1DII
� �

! a2mH þ Zj, (4b)

respectively. The mobility m and zero-current Walker field
H1D

W0 are given by

H1D
W0 ¼

1
2aH?K, (5a)

m ¼ gD=a. (5b)

Both are functions of the anisotropy, which in a
Permalloy nanowire is dominated by shape. The shape
anisotropy constants K jju and K?u along ŷ and ẑ, respec-
tively, for an infinitely long wire with aspect ratio p ¼ w/t
are [22]

K jju=M2
s ¼ 4 arctan p�1 þ p�1 lnð1þ p2Þ � p lnð1þ p�2Þ

(6)

and K?u ¼ 2pM2
s � K jju. These two anisotropies play very

important roles, and it is important to keep in mind their
magnitude. For a Permalloy nanowire with w/t ¼ 10, the
corresponding anisotropy fields HK ¼ 2Ku/Ms along ŷ and
ẑ are approximately 1 and 9 kOe, respectively. The induced
anisotropies in continuous thin films of Permalloy, for
comparison, are typically on the order of a few Oe.

2.4. Limitations of the one-dimensional model

The 1D model is helpful in visualizing how field and
current drive domain wall motion, and it qualitatively
reproduces much of the behavior seen experimentally [23].
As a result this model has been widely used as a foundation
in building the theory of current-driven wall motion.
However, as recently pointed out [21], the 1D model
exhibits serious quantitative shortcomings in describing
real systems. In this section, we briefly compare the
predictions of the field-driven 1D model to experiment.
Fig. 3(a) shows the average wall velocity versus field at

j ¼ 0, as computed from the full solution to the 1D model.
Anisotropy constants were computed via Eq. (6) for a
500 nm� 20 nm Permalloy stripe, with a ¼ 0.02. For
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Fig. 3. (a) Mobility curve for a 500 nm by 20 nm Permalloy wire, calculated using the 1D model. (b) Measured mobility curve for a 490 nm� 20 nm

Permalloy nanowire. (c) Mobility curve computed using LLG numerical simulations for a 200 nm� 20 nm Permalloy wire (line is a visual guide). Note

different axis scales for each figure.
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comparison, the experimentally measured [24] mobility
curve of a 490 nm� 20nm Permalloy nanowire is shown
in Fig. 3(b). Several striking differences are immediately
apparent. Most notable are the differences in scale, both in
field and velocity. The 1D model exhibits viscous motion up
to a breakdown field of �100Oe, at which the velocity is in
excess of 1700m/s. By contrast, the measured breakdown
field is �9Oe, with a critical velocity of only �110m/s.

In the 1D model, the breakdown transition occurs when
the field torque is great enough to periodically reverse the
sense of the domain wall. This reversal involves a rather
large energy barrier: the demagnetizing field that arises
when the wall plane cants at a large angle. As has been seen
in micromagnetic simulations [25], this barrier can be
‘‘bypassed’’ by the nucleation of a vortex, even in geo-
metries in which a vortex is not the energetically favorable
ground state. Rather than simple precession, these simula-
tions reveal a dynamic evolution of the domain wall
structure above the critical field [25]. Beginning with a
transverse structure, a vortex core is nucleated at the apex
of the wall, and it moves across the width of the wire. As
the vortex moves laterally, the wall first moves forward and
then begins to move backward after the vortex passes the
wire midpoint. When the vortex reaches the other side, a
transverse-like wall is recovered, but its sense is reversed.
Because the energy required to nucleate the vortex is much
less than that required for large-angle wall precession, the
onset of oscillatory wall motion occurs at far lower field.

As might be expected, micromagnetic simulations of wall
dynamics come much closer to describing experimental
observations than does the 1D model. As an example,
Fig. 3(c) shows the average velocity versus field simulated
numerically [26,27] for a 200 nm� 20 nm Permalloy stripe.
In the simulation, vortex-mediated precessional motion
occurs as just described for fields above �7Oe. A
comparison with the data of Fig. 2(b), though qualitative
given the different dimensions, shows a marked improve-
ment over the 1D model in describing experimental
observations. These results emphasize that the relevant
scales in energy, field, and velocity depend in a critical way
on the microscopic details of the wall structure.
2.5. Vortex domain walls and equivalent forces

A proper understanding of experiments requires explicit
treatment of vortex domain walls [4,28–31]. Any model of
vortex wall dynamics is necessarily 2D, as describing the
wall position requires two coordinates: its location along
the stripe axis (along x̂), and the lateral position of the core
within the wall (along ŷ). The velocity is thus a vector v

with components vjj and v? along x̂ and ŷ, respectively.
Owing to its topology, when a vortex moves along one

axis it experiences a ‘‘force’’ along the other. This
‘‘gyrotropic force’’ is related to the Magnus force of fluid
dynamics, which arises in a system with nonzero vorticity.
Just as for a transverse wall, there are two dynamic regimes
of vortex wall motion. Viscous translation, similar to the
motion of a 1D wall below HW, occurs if the lateral vortex
coordinate remains fixed (v? ¼ 0) as the wall moves. v?a0
marks a gyrotropic regime in which lateral vortex motion
plays a role analogous to wall plane precession in the
1D model.
Vortex wall motion is most conveniently treated using an

equivalent form of Eq. (1) first introduced by Thiele [28].
This alternate language translates torques on individual
spins into ‘‘forces’’ on a composite spin structure. For our
purposes, it is most conveniently written in component
form [4,29]:

x : ðDxxÞvjj � ðGÞv? ¼ �
b
a

Dxx

� �
Zj � FH

x ,

y : ðGÞvjj þ ðDyyÞv? ¼ �ðGÞZj � FH
y . (7)

The dissipation tensor Dij describes ‘‘viscous’’ forces that
tend to impede wall motion (damping) and ‘‘drag’’ it with a
current (nonadiabatic STT). These terms are functions of
the wall structure, as described below. When present,
a vortex contributes the additional gyrotropic terms in
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Eq. (7). Gyrotropic forces arise from the motion of a
vortex, Fv ¼ G� v, and from the adiabatic term of
Eq. (1), Fj ¼ G� ðZjÞ. The gyrovector G, given by G ¼

�ð2pMs=gÞẑ [4,29], lies along the axis of the vortex core,
with a sign that depends on the core polarization. The
remaining terms in Eq. (7) account for ‘‘external’’ forces,
including Zeeman, FH /MsH, and geometrical ‘‘restoring
forces’’. This equivalent force approach provides the basis
for generalizing the 1D description in Section 2.3 to
describe analytically the dynamics of vortex walls [28–31].

The viscous terms in Eq. (7) derive from the damping
term of Eq. (1) and depend on the wall structure m(x) via

Dij ¼
aMs

g

Z
dV

qm
qxi

�
qm
qxi

�
2Mswa

gDij
eff

, (8)

where the Deff are generalized ‘‘wall width’’ parameters [18].
Approximate analytical forms for the spin structure of
vortex domain walls have been developed [29,30], from
which expressions for Eq. (8) may be derived. A vortex is
described by two characteristic dimensions: the width of its
core (�lex) and the outer radius R of the circulating region
of in-plane magnetization (�w/2). If no vortex were
present, Dyy vanishes and Dxx ¼ 2Mswa=gDTW, where

DTW ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A=K jju

q
is the width of a transverse wall (A is the

exchange constant). When a wall contains a vortex, it leads
to a nonzero Dyy � aðpMs=gÞ lnðR=lexÞ and modifies Dxx by

decreasing the effective wall width, with DVW � DTW=ð2þ
0:5 lnðR=lexÞÞ in the simple model of Ref. [29].

It should be emphasized that the ‘‘wall width’’ parameter
of domain wall dynamics is not, in fact, the apparent width
of the wall. It is a length scale describing the distance over
which the gradient in m(x) is large. Take the micromagne-
tically computed [26] wall structures shown in Fig. 1, for
example. The walls in these 200 nm� 5 nm Permalloy
stripes extend several hundred nm along the stripe, but
Deff calculated as per Eq. (8) is only �20 nm and �40 nm
for the vortex and transverse walls, respectively.

3. Experimental manifestations of STT

The previous section described the principal models of
domain wall motion and the means by which spin-
polarized current can influence that motion. In this section,
we describe key experiments that probe the spin-torque
interaction and describe what insight they give about the
models just described.

3.1. Threshold currents and domain wall depinning

Just as there is a threshold for field-driven magnetization
reversal, i.e., the coercivity, there is an experimentally
observed threshold jth that a current must exceed to
displace a wall. The origin of jth remains unclear, with a
central question being whether it is ‘‘intrinsic’’ [11,12,32,33]
or ‘‘extrinsic’’ [13,34]. The concept of an intrinsic current
threshold originated with Berger [3]. If b ¼ 0 in Eq. (1), the
current-induced torque acts only to cant the spins of a
domain wall out of the plane. Once the canting angle
reaches equilibrium, the wall stops, even in the absence of
pinning. However, if the torque drives the wall plane
beyond �451, an equilibrium no longer exists. Instead the
wall precesses, yielding a sustained net velocity analogous
to field-driven motion above Walker breakdown. The
‘‘intrinsic’’ threshold corresponds to the torque necessary
to drive precession and is given, in the 1D model, by the
breakdown criterion of Eq. (3). At H ¼ 0 one has

j
prec
th ¼

mH1D
W0

Z
. (9)

In other words, when the effective electron ‘‘velocity’’ Zj

reaches the Walker velocity vw ¼ mHW, current-driven
precession ensues and the wall begins to move.
If ba0 no ‘‘intrinsic’’ threshold exists. In a perfect

nanowire, a wall moves with finite velocity for any nonzero
j [13]. In this case, pinning is introduced to generate an
extrinsic current threshold corresponding to the ‘‘force’’
that current must apply to dislodge a wall from a potential
well. By equating the current-induced (nonadiabatic) force
on a wall, f j ¼ ðb=aÞ2MsZj=m with the ‘‘force’’ due to
pinning, fp ¼ 2MsHp, one arrives at the ‘‘extrinsic’’ thresh-
old current for a site with an effective pinning field Hp [35]:

j
pin
th ¼

mHp

ðb=aÞZ
. (10)

Expressed in terms of wall mobility and critical fields, the
thresholds (9) and (10) take essentially the same form. The
question then arises as to whether they can be distinguished
experimentally. Consider first their expected magnitudes.
The 1D model predicts j

prec
th �10

13 A=m2 for Permalloy
nanowires, much higher than the 1011–1012A/m2 typically
observed. The large discrepancy, widely cited as a failure of
the adiabatic STT model, provided a major impetus for the
introduction of ‘‘nonadiabatic’’ torques [13,14]. However,
it could just as well be interpreted as a failure to properly
describe the wall.
The large precessional threshold predicted for a 1D wall

is a consequence of the large torque required to tip the wall
spins out of the easy plane. As we have seen, the onset of
vortex-mediated precession demands much less torque. The
threshold for field-driven breakdown in nanowires is an
order of magnitude lower than is required for rigid
precession; the ‘‘intrinsic’’ critical current should likewise
be much lower. Indeed, recent b=0 micromagnetic cal-
culations for experimentally appropriate geometries [33]
found sustained vortex-driven motion at currents on par
with experiments, particularly when temperature effects
were included. Comparing once again Eqs. (9) and (10),
measured Walker fields in nanowires are typically �5–
15Oe [23,36–38], in the same range as typical pinning
fields. Hence the ‘‘intrinsic’’ threshold current expected for
b=0 is of the same order as the ‘‘extrinsic’’ threshold
expected for b�a. Despite frequent statements to the
contrary, the ‘‘low’’ experimental threshold currents
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cannot be taken alone as evidence for any particular form
of STT.

Recognizing the importance of wall structure is but one
of many considerations that must be applied when
interpreting experiments. In a real system, pinning is
always present, and the depinning process is more complex
than these simple descriptions suggest. If both torque terms
are present, they work in tandem to depin a wall [34,39].
The confining energy depends both on the form of the
pinning potential and on the configuration of the wall
within that potential. The simulated depinning of a
wall from a notch in Ref. [39] showed that adiabatic
torque shifted the wall in the potential well, effectively
lowering the barrier (Hp in Eq. (10)) that the nonadiabatic
force worked to overcome. The relative importance
of the two torque terms in the depinning process depends
on the depth of the potential well. This was brought
out in those simulations by the pronounced nonlinearity of
jth versus bias field. Such nonlinearity has been seen in
several experiments [40–43], though not analyzed in these
terms.

Comparisons among experiments must also be mindful
of time scales. At very short time scales, resonant effects
can become important. It was found in Ref. [44] that fast-
rising current steps could excite resonant oscillations of a
wall in a potential well. Depending on the phase of the
oscillation when the current was terminated, the stored
momentum could assist the wall in escaping the well. This
resonant depinning caused jth to vary periodically with
pulse length out to the damping time of the oscillations. At
longer time scales, thermal activation becomes important.
At fixed field or current, thermal fluctuations can help
depin a wall with a probability that increases the longer one
waits. Likewise, for a fixed observation time, the prob-
ability of depinning increases with increasing temperature,
field, and, presumably, current. These behaviors were
confirmed in the depinning studies of Ref. [9] for Co/Pt
multilayers, but in Ref. [43] it was reported that jth
increased with increasing temperature. Treatment of
thermal effects has only just begun, and much work
remains if an accurate picture is to emerge.

3.2. Current-driven wall displacement and spin transfer

efficiency

The depinning of a domain wall is a complicated process,
intricately related to its internal structure and the potential
that confines it. When current frees a wall from that
potential, it begins to move. In many cases, this motion
appears to be no less complex. The velocity of current-
driven wall motion was first reported by Yamaguchi et al.
[45]. Using magnetic force microscopy, they imaged the
position of a vortex wall in a Permalloy wire before and
after applying current pulses (�100–1000 ns in duration).
Above jth ¼ 6.7� 1011A/m2 they observed a mean dis-
placement that increased in proportion to pulse length,
with a large stochastic variation about that mean. The
average velocity during each pulse was quite low, about
3m/s at �7� 1011A/m2, implying a spin-flip efficiency
� � v=ðZjÞ�0:1. They surmised that most of the transferred
spin momentum had been absorbed by dissipative pro-
cesses rather than by wall translation.
Similar experiments were carried out using spin-polar-

ized scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [46], revealing
similarly low spin transfer efficiency. These experiments
likewise imaged walls before and after applying current
pulses and found only small displacements. At
j ¼ 2.2� 1012A/m2, walls traveled at most �3 mm, corre-
sponding to average velocities of �0.3m/s over the 10 ms
pulse duration (i.e., �0.3% spin-flip efficiency). In addition
to wall displacement, these authors obtained detailed
images of the wall spin structure before and after applying
current. They found that current not only displaced the
walls, but also distorted their internal structures. Specifi-
cally, the as-initialized walls were of a vortex structure, but
after a series of pulses, the vortex core was expelled
laterally from the wall. The distorted transverse wall that
remained was immobile at current densities capable of
displacing the initial vortex wall.
In a variation on this theme, Meier et al. [47], again used

high-resolution magnetic imaging to observe current-
induced wall displacements, but at much shorter time
scales. Aiming to limit heating during the pulse and to
explore the initial-state motion, they used fast risetime
pulses of �1 ns duration. In this case, wall displacements
corresponding to spin-flip efficiencies of up to �40% were
reported, though again with considerable pulse-to-pulse
variation. The result was thought to suggest that the
velocity at the leading edge of a pulse might be much larger
than the velocity driven by steady-state current [47].
The experiments of Ref. [48] may help bridge the gap

between these results. In that work, the authors measured
the time-resolved displacement of a domain wall in response
to long (several ms) current pulses. They observed dis-
placements of several mm, similar to those in the
Yamaguchi [45] and Klaüi [46] experiments. However,
the wall moved only at the leading edge of the pulse,
halting within less than 300 ns (the temporal resolution of
the experiment) of the initial application of current. Had
the average velocity been determined from the ratio of
displacement to total pulse duration, a very low spin-
transfer efficiency would yet again have been inferred. The
velocity of the wall before stopping, however, reached at
least 15m/s, implying a spin-flip efficiency near 100%
during its motion.
Interestingly, wall motion occurred not only at the

beginning of the pulse, but also at its termination [48]. The
magnitude and direction of the terminal ‘‘jumps’’ were
stochastic, and amounted to additional displacements of
up to �2 mm. These jumps could suggest that the current
applied a ‘‘holding torque’’, maintaining the wall in an
otherwise unfavorable configuration. When current was
removed, the wall would then be free to relax into a new
energy minimum.
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Such behavior is reminiscent of the predicted transient
motion below the precessional threshold for b ¼ 0 [49]. In
this case when current is applied to a (transverse) domain
wall, it immediately assumes a velocity v ¼ Zj. As the wall
moves forward it cants, and if joj

prec
th (‘‘intrinsic thresh-

old’’) the velocity rapidly decays to zero as the canting
angle reaches equilibrium. When current returns to zero, so
does the canting angle, and the wall springs back to its
starting point.

There are two inconsistencies between this picture and
experiments. First, the expected displacement is just tens of
nanometers [49], in contrast to the thousands of nan-
ometers observed. Second, in this idealized 1D picture, wall
motion is reversible and current generates no final-state
displacement.

To approach a quantitative description, we must return
to two experimental realities: the true nature of the wall
structure and the influence of a heterogeneous potential
landscape. The transient displacement dx of a 1D wall
induced by sub-threshold current [49] is a function of the
wall canting angle, roughly dx=D�j=a, to first order in j.
In all the above experiments, the wall was initially vortex,
and j must be replaced by the lateral vortex displacement
dy. With b ¼ 0, current displaces a vortex towards one
edge. As it moves the wall moves forward until the
‘‘gyrotropic force’’ is balanced by the ‘‘restoring force’’, at
which point motion will cease.

A quick but very rough estimate of the forward
displacement dx corresponding to a vortex displacement
dy might be made by comparing the forward and lateral
wall velocities in Eqs. (7). In the case of an unconstrained
wall, the result [29] is vjj�v?=ð2aÞ for appropriate wire
dimensions, suggesting that 100 nm [47] vortex displace-
ments might drive wall displacements of several mm, even
for b ¼ 0 below the precessional threshold. Whether this
remains true when geometrical restoring forces are
included requires a treatment far beyond our scope.
However, the transient displacements due to current-
induced wall distortion are clearly a function of wall
structure, and a thorough treatment of this problem is a
prerequisite for interpreting experiments.

The above (adiabatic) mechanism is not the only process
consistent with the experiments, and even if it is the
dominant driving mechanism (i.e., booa) it cannot fully
explain the results. These transient displacements, induced
below j

prec
th in a b ¼ 0 picture, are reversible: the wall

returns to its initial configuration when current returns to
zero. Any displacement remaining after a pulse would
require a constraining potential to hold the wall as its
stored momentum dissipated. Hence, the pinning potential
would play a direct role in the motion.

The stochastic motion resulting from nonuniformity was
highlighted in Ref. [47]: wall propagation appeared as a
current-induced hopping from one pinning site to the next,
likely a feature of most experiments with j near threshold.
The process was explored with an accompanying micro-
magnetic simulation mimicking the experimental geometry.
When current was applied, the wall moved forward in
discrete jumps due to pinning by irregularities at the edges.
Although the wall did not move uniformly, when it did
move, it moved quickly, in some cases at up to 110m/s.
What was not pointed out was that current alone could not

drive the wall that fast. With a ¼ b in the simulation, the
maximum direct contribution of j to the velocity is limited
by v ¼ Zj to �25m/s assuming the authors used the
experimentally determined polarization. It is likely that,
as a wall reaches the top of one potential well, the
attractive potential of the next one drives it forward. In
such cases, assigning meaning to the observed velocity is a
difficult proposition.

3.3. Vortex displacement and gyrotropic forces

An important ingredient in understanding current-driven
domain wall motion is understanding the motion of
vortices. Current drives a vortex predominantly through
a gyrotropic force, evidence for which has come from
several experiments. The first was by Hung et al. [7], who
imaged the current-driven motion of extended cross-tie
walls in a Permalloy film. As predicted, current caused
Bloch lines (vortices) to translate along the walls, normal to
j, in a direction that depended on vortex polarity. Several
recent experiments have revisited gyrotropic vortex motion
in submicron structures. Two of these experiments [46,47],
introduced in the previous section, involved imaging
current-induced changes to the structure of vortex walls
in nanowires. A third [50] measured the steady-state
displacement, by dc current, of a vortex in a Permalloy
disk. There are subtle but important differences between
these experiments, which we explore here.
A vortex in a laterally confined structure tends to reside

near the center of the structure due to a ‘‘restoring’’ force
of magnetostatic origin [29]. In a wire, this force is
proportional to the lateral displacement dy of the vortex
core away from the center axis; i.e., FR ¼ �kdy, where k is
estimated in Ref. [29]. In a disk, dy is replaced by the radial
displacement. Current subjects a vortex to two additional
forces: a nonadiabatic force in the direction of electron
flow and a gyrotropic force Fy ¼ GZj normal to j.
Consider first a vortex in static equilibrium, as occurs if

restoring forces balance those due to current. Then the
velocity terms in Ref. (7) vanish, leaving only the current-
induced forces. The ratio of nonadiabatic to gyrotropic
forces in Eq. (7) is jFj

x=F j
yj ¼ bw=pDeff , amounting to a few

times b in typical experimental geometries. For reasonable
estimates of b (51) the total current-induced force is thus
dominantly gyrotropic, and the equilibrium vortex position
corresponds to a displacement along y by an amount [51]

dyjv¼0 �
G

k
Zj. (11)

A nonadiabatic force, if present, contributes at most a
very small correction. This case was realized in the
experiment of Ref. [50], wherein current was injected
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across a thin Permalloy disk. The disk magnetization was
oriented tangentially in the plane, except for the small
perpendicular ‘‘core’’ at its center. Using the Hall effect,
correlated with Kerr magnetometry, the authors were able
to resolve very small vortex displacements. The core was
displaced either by a field or by current, and it returned
reversibly to the center as long as the displacement was not
too great. The displacement under current alone was close
to that expected from Eq. (11) for k appropriate to the
geometry [50,51]. This experiment is perhaps the clearest
observation to date of a current-induced gyrotropic force.

Consider now a vortex domain wall in a nanowire. If
b=0 or if the wall is pinned, we recover the case above. In
equilibrium, the wall position is fixed with the vortex
displaced toward one edge by an amount given by Eq. (11).
If b6¼0 and pinning is low, the wall moves forward while
the vortex within it experiences another gyrotropic force,
Fv ¼ G� v. This force now acts with the current-induced
gyrotropic force to determine the equilibrium lateral vortex
displacement. If j is not too great, the wall moves uniformly
forward at a velocity v ¼ ðb=aÞZj, with the vortex at

dyjva0 ¼ 1�
b
a

� �
G

k
Zj. (12)

Note the difference in Eqs. (11) and (12). If the wall is not
in motion, the vortex displacement is almost independent
of b, but if it is in motion, b plays an important role.

In Refs. [46,47], vortex walls in nanowires were
examined before and after the application of current
pulses, and both reported forward motion coincident with
lateral vortex displacement. A series of images in Ref. [47]
showed a vortex moving progressively closer to the wire
edge after each pulse, by an amount dy ¼ 83736 nm per
pulse. On its surface, this seems a clear observation of
gyrotropic force by the current on the vortex. Assuming so,
the authors applied Eq. (12) and concluded b/a ¼ 0.967
0.02. If correct, this would be the most precise measure-
ment of nonadiabicity to date. A closer look, however,
raises many questions.

In Eq. (12), dy is the equilibrium displacement such that
gyrotropic forces are balanced by the ‘‘restoring force’’
FR ¼ �kdy. This force results from the change in wall
energy due to a distortion of the wall, and can be
approximated by a ‘‘force constant’’ k � Ku=D [29]. The
restoring force is a direct consequence of lateral confine-
ment in the wire, and the latter formally enters through the
shape contribution to Ku. Puzzlingly this contribution to
Ku was neglected in Ref. [47], although at �4� 105 erg/cm3

(see Eq. (6)) it dwarfs the assumed 103 erg/cm3 appropriate
to induced anisotropy in a continuous film. With more
appropriate constants in Eq. (12), dy�80 nm would imply
b/a�400, a rather astonishing result. Of course, such a high
degree of nonadiabicity, if present, would be readily
apparent elsewhere. For example, the current-induced
force should easily overcome pinning, as per Eq. (10).
With b/a�400 it would be difficult to explain the observed
critical current of �1� 1012A/m2 [47], which would require
pinning fields of several hundred Oe. Although the precise
form of k depends on the model of the wall, clearly, the
picture leading to Eq. (12) cannot fully explain the
experiment at hand. Because the wall ‘‘jumps’’ from
pinning site to pinning site, its internal structure will relax
around the local environment each time it moves. Whether
internal wall distortions are driven directly by current or
indirectly by the pinning potential cannot be unambigu-
ously determined here.

3.4. Domain wall velocities, mobilities, and Walker

breakdown

If one wants to know how a current drives a domain
wall, one must know its dynamic state as it moves. The
mobility curve v(H) of a wall is a window into its dynamics,
and the influence of current on wall dynamics is quite
naturally explored through its effects on this curve. As we
have seen, the motion of a domain wall is either viscous or
precessional, with a current-dependent critical field separ-
ating these dynamical modes. In the viscous regime, wall
velocity is augmented by current solely through the
nonadiabatic term of Eq. (1). Once a wall is driven into
precession, whether by field or by current, the adiabatic
term takes over as the dominant contributor to net wall
velocity. By measuring the dependence of v on j below and
far above breakdown, both Z and b/a can in principle be
obtained via Eqs. (4). At the same time, the variation of Hw

with j provides an independent gauge of b/a, via Eq. (3),
assuming that Z and m are known and the underlying model
is robust.
Experiments have shown current to have little effect on

Hw, but to change significantly the field-driven velocity of a
domain wall [36,37]. The dependence v(j) was found in Ref.
[36] to be nearly the same for HoHw and HbHw, where
nonadiabatic and adiabatic terms, respectively, should
dominate. However, v(j) exhibited a skewed quadratic
character, qualitatively distinct from the behavior pre-
dicted in existing theories. Similar behavior was seen at
high fields in Ref. [37], although the behavior below
breakdown was unclear. The response of v to j could be
decomposed into components linear and quadratic in j [36].
Interpreted in terms of Eqs. (4), the linear components
yield Z ¼ 2.770.1 10�11m3/C and b/a ¼ 0.870.1. At the
same time, using the weak variation of Hw with j, about
0.5Oe at 6� 1011A/m2, along with the measured m and Z,
Eq. (3) yields b/a ¼ 0.670.2.
Interpreted within the 1D model framework, analysis of

velocities and Walker fields thus yields self-consistent
results for the magnitude of nonadiabicity. However, these
quantitative results must be viewed with caution. The 1D
model predicts a zero-current breakdown field of �100Oe,
much larger than the 6Oe observed in Ref. [36]. Since the
nonadiabatic component is analogous to a field, if the
model fails to describe field-driven breakdown by an order
of magnitude, it is questionable that variations in HW can
be reliably used to gauge the magnitude of b. Likewise,
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adiabatic torque is an analog of the precessional damping
that drives wall motion well above breakdown and leads to
the high-field mobility. The 1D model predicts that the
high-field mobility is lower by a factor a2�10�4 than its
low-field counterpart, compared to an observed reduction
of only �10�1. Finally, even if the vortex dynamics are
fully included in the model, it is not clear how a nonlinear
dependence of v on j could arise. Resolving these points is
critical to properly interpreting experiments.

4. Perspective on current-driven domain wall motion

We have covered experiments that reveal a rich array of
behaviors by domain walls in response to spin-polarized
electric current. The equation of motion (1), combined with
an appropriate wall model, appears capable of describing
most of these behaviors at least qualitatively. Does
experimental agreement with Eq. (1) constitute progress
in our understanding? Written in terms of unconstrained
‘‘fitting parameters’’ a, Z, and b, it would be rather
surprising if (1) failed to describe experiments: it is a very
general accounting of torques, with the two spin-torque
terms exhausting the possibilities of linearly introducing
the gradient in m [14]. The first step in moving beyond this
phenomenological picture requires putting constraints on
its parameters.

4.1. Nonadiabatic torque: the beta question

The microscopic process behind adiabatic STT is
relatively undisputed. Whether this is the only interaction
between a spin-polarized current and a domain wall
remains an open and very important question. As
mentioned early on, one of the main differentiators of
competing microscopic models is whether, and if so how,
they introduce additional torque terms. Experimental
discrimination amongst the models in large part comes
down to quantifying b in Eq. (1). In Table 1 we summarize
existing experimental estimates of this quantity. The most
reliable results suggest bEa. Whether this is a general
feature, and if so why, remains to be seen. Estimates of the
Table 1

Experimental estimates of nonadiabicity

Measurement Ref. Estimated b/a

Wall velocity (HpoHoHw) [36] 0.870.1

Walker breakdown field [36] 0.670.2

Walker breakdown field [37] 172a

Precessional frequency [38] 1.670.3a

Oscillatory depinning period [44] 87?

Vortex displacement [47] 4400b

Summary of experimental estimates of nonadiabatic spin, torque in

Permalloy nanowires.
aEstimates made here from published data using 1D model relations.
bNeglecting shape anisotropy, the analysis in Ref. [47] arrived at, b/

a ¼ 0.9670.02. See text for details.
spin-flip scattering contribution to b [13], taken as the ratio
of tex ¼ _=Jex to the spin-flip relaxation time give b�10�2,
of the same order as a. Other estimates [52], however, cast
doubt on any significant contribution at all for realistic
domain wall widths. That these two ‘‘phenomenological’’
parameters might just happen to be equal may have more
general implications. Stiles et al. [16] have pointed out that
if one assumes adiabatic STT alone with Lifshitz-type
damping, which is the preferred form in terms of
thermodynamics, then b�a in Eq. (1). In this picture,
current appears as two terms in Eq. (1) simply because the
(Lifshitz) damping term is written in a less natural way.
It is still much to early to draw broad conclusions from

the limited data. Experiments have reached the ‘‘proof-of-
concept’’ stage of developing reliable means of quantifying
the key parameters of Eq. (1). Realistic wall models and
numerical simulations are still required to draw firm
quantitative conclusions from the experiments. Moreover,
‘‘measuring’’ b is only the first step. Understanding its
origin requires exploring its dependence on, for example,
material properties and geometrical factors.
Finally, while it is tempting to dismiss effects beyond

‘‘spin-torque’’ when interpreting experiments, doing so
must be done with rigor. A case in point is the oft-present
statement to the effect ‘‘hydromagnetic domain drag effects
are negligible for film thicknesses less than 100 nm’’.
Justification is based on an early analysis by Berger [5] of
the Hall-induced current loops circulating about a domain
wall. A closer look shows that for the dimensions of many
experiments, even a modestly large Hall coefficient, whose
values are very sample-dependent [5] and often hard to
come by, could generate significant effects. The reason they
can be neglected in most nanowires is not necessarily
because the wires are thin, but because the domains lie
along j, removing the discontinuity in Hall voltage across a
wall necessary for the effect. Consider, however, the
current-driven depinning experiments of Refs. [9], on Co/
Pt multilayers with perpendicular anisotropy. Based on the
dimensions and separate measurements of the anomalous
Hall effect [53], the analysis by Viret [54] would predict
‘‘domain-drag’’ forces yielding an effective ‘‘b’’ of
more than 100a, comparable to what is implied by the
experiment [9].

4.2. Other experimental considerations

We conclude by briefly outlining other possible impedi-
ments to unambiguously interpreting experiments. Experi-
mental current thresholds tend to coincide with the onset of
significant Joule heating. Incorporating temperature effects
into the theoretical framework is nontrivial, but experi-
mental consequences are abundantly clear. For example,
Joule heating alone has been implicated in ‘‘current-
induced’’ wall structure transformations and random wall
jumps [55]. In addition, thermal time constants for metallic
wires on Si are of the same order as relaxation times for
domain wall processes. This could complicate attempts to
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resolve the transient response of a domain wall to a current
pulse. Oersted field effects have also received incomplete
treatment. In nanowire geometries, the Oersted field
circulates about the wire axis, lacking a longitudinal
component that could drive wall motion. For this reason,
it is often neglected. However, the normal field component,
which can reach 100Oe, is not uniform and changes
direction from one side of a planer wire to the other. It
seems premature to exclude the possibility of nontrivial
effects due to this gradient. For example, if the field slightly
tips the wall plane or displaces a vortex, it could
significantly effect wall depinning. These are but a few of
the many issues that must be addressed as our experimental
understanding matures.
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